The smell of your mouth, she says. The smell of your voice. I am sorry
I could not pick up the phone — a simple thought, yes, a thought,
of hearing my own voice, was unbearable. While I was looking at
your name on the screen in silence (my phone is always on silence, I
have to admit), the silence was turning more layered. It felt like
a syrupy velvet carpet on the wall (it was on the floor of Aunt
Charlie’s bar in San Francisco) and on the floor, swelling to absorb
all the details. I didn’t want to disturb this silence by answering
your call and hearing my voice saying hello. Hello. It felt like
the carpet was growing, absorbing one’s legs into ripples of Disco
music. And I didn’t want to rip the silence apart and kept staring at
your name blinking, contemplating what I will tell you afterwards.
Will I tell you that I simply missed your call because I was at a
dinner, or will I write you an extended letter about my reluctance
of hearing my own voice in that silence? I still don’t know. And time
is passing. Maybe I will say I’ve misread your name. It looked like
sphynx or larynx. More like larynx than spynx. Because to say that
I didn’t want to hear my own voice is preposterous, and to pick up a
phone without saying anything is puzzling. And so I am sitting in this
room and contemplating what to tell you. And it’s been already an
entire week like this. But what I will tell you is the following:I am
fantasising my usual thoughts: to come on stage (there is a stage,
and there is a centre of that stage), to see myself there, to start
telling a story about some difficulty, then ask them to close their
eyes, continuing telling the story about the head I am drawing,
and then tell them to open their eyes… and they see someone else
on stage, who is continuing telling the story in exactly the same
voice. “It is my voice” she says, “and it is my drawing.” And in another
room I am about to draw a head. A human head. Of someone who’s
never been here before - neither you, nor me, nor someone we know.
Drawing gives the enormous power to concoct a human figure out of
a few lines. Someone will be emerging in the movements of the hand
across the sheet of paper soon, in a loose hairy line designating
its humanhood. Obviously it is a profile. An open profile, I would say,
spitted in loose ends. The ear comes first. Strong, chanterelle-like
ear. I want to be wrapped in it. It surprises me - this ear could play
music, not just receive sounds. What kind of music would it play?
I am wondering staring at this ear. I love watching people whose
bodies are softly moving while they wait for a train as if listening

to a song or a beat from inside, no headphones are visible. They
are not humming, they are undulating, catching something across
their muscles and nerve tips, and inner beatmaking, breath-making.
How can I share all those beats that are in my body? They are not
beats yet, if they are not audible for someone else, right? And so
I am going deeper into that enormous ear, that is growing deeper
on the sheet of paper too, there is hardly any room left for the
rest of the head, but OK - now I need to squeeze it in, display it
somewhere around that ear. Or maybe just forget it, the ear is
enough. How can I make all those dissolved boats in the bottle
sail, if they are made of the same glass, of the same souvenir
shops in their bottoms? like pulling glass out of a glass and out
of the waterlike pulling two pieces of a spoon out of a glass
of water and holding them against the light, and seeing if they
make the same spoon like pulling glass out of a glass, and out
of the water, and seeing what remains. like pulling the curls of
the carrot and seeing the roots, plastered with soil like pulling
a chandelier of a fish out of an ocean like working on action in
several different rooms at once, with on sequential order like
lifting a bag of sugar and realising its weight In another room I
am writing poetry. There I am everywhere.Here I’ve just burnt a
tamagochi that died. Here I am one of the women in the collection
of many women.And there you say “How dare can you tell a story
of her?” In this room I am made of milk, gold and glass. They’ve
poured me into a glass container and wrote: table-top-lava lamp.
And when I look at it now (it is 6am), I see a mask or a skull in
what could be described as a middle of something, or a door, but
now I am facing it, it feels more frontal, while the movement of
a hand before felt more windy or visceral, sailing across selfinvoking lines, sailing and sculpting at once: casting brims and
rounded profiles, depth of orifices and twists of fate, of a form,
scanning evaporated obsessions, slightly tarnished but fierce
and laughing, in the depth of what sinks like a watermark. It is all
about the movement, I think first, swinging a wrist left and right,
wiggling it back and forth, feeling a sense of imbuing relaxation
of a familiar manual gesture that I associate with daydreaming
more than with a focus perhaps, although there is focus inevitably
there, in the wrist, a swinging pendulum, a calligraphic drizzleMM
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of hearing my own voice in that silence? I still don’t know. And time
is passing. Maybe I will say I’ve misread your name. It looked like
sphynx or larynx. More like larynx than spynx. Because to say that
I didn’t want to hear my own voice is preposterous, and to pick up a
phone without saying anything is puzzling. And so I am sitting in this
room and contemplating what to tell you. And it’s been already an
entire week like this. But what I will tell you is the following:I am
fantasising my usual thoughts: to come on stage (there is a stage,
and there is a centre of that stage), to see myself there, to start
telling a story about some difficulty, then ask them to close their
eyes, continuing telling the story about the head I am drawing,
and then tell them to open their eyes… and they see someone else
on stage, who is continuing telling the story in exactly the same
voice. “It is my voice” she says, “and it is my drawing.” And in another
room I am about to draw a head. A human head. Of someone who’s
never been here before - neither you, nor me, nor someone we know.
Drawing gives the enormous power to concoct a human figure out of
a few lines. Someone will be emerging in the movements of the hand
across the sheet of paper soon, in a loose hairy line designating
its humanhood. Obviously it is a profile. An open profile, I would say,
spitted in loose ends. The ear comes first. Strong, chanterelle-like
ear. I want to be wrapped in it. It surprises me - this ear could play
music, not just receive sounds. What kind of music would it play?
I am wondering staring at this ear. I love watching people whose
bodies are softly moving while they wait for a train as if listening

to a song or a beat from inside, no headphones are visible. They
are not humming, they are undulating, catching something across
their muscles and nerve tips, and inner beatmaking, breath-making.
How can I share all those beats that are in my body? They are not
beats yet, if they are not audible for someone else, right? And so
I am going deeper into that enormous ear, that is growing deeper
on the sheet of paper too, there is hardly any room left for the
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more than with a focus perhaps, although there is focus inevitably
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and there is a centre of that stage), to see myself there, to start
telling a story about some difficulty, then ask them to close their
eyes, continuing telling the story about the head I am drawing,
and then tell them to open their eyes… and they see someone else
on stage, who is continuing telling the story in exactly the same
voice. “It is my voice” she says, “and it is my drawing.” And in another
room I am about to draw a head. A human head. Of someone who’s
never been here before - neither you, nor me, nor someone we know.
Drawing gives the enormous power to concoct a human figure out of
a few lines. Someone will be emerging in the movements of the hand
across the sheet of paper soon, in a loose hairy line designating
its humanhood. Obviously it is a profile. An open profile, I would say,
spitted in loose ends. The ear comes first. Strong, chanterelle-like
ear. I want to be wrapped in it. It surprises me - this ear could play
music, not just receive sounds. What kind of music would it play?
I am wondering staring at this ear. I love watching people whose
bodies are softly moving while they wait for a train as if listening

to a song or a beat from inside, no headphones are visible. They
are not humming, they are undulating, catching something across
their muscles and nerve tips, and inner beatmaking, breath-making.
How can I share all those beats that are in my body? They are not
beats yet, if they are not audible for someone else, right? And so
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a few lines. Someone will be emerging in the movements of the hand
across the sheet of paper soon, in a loose hairy line designating
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spitted in loose ends. The ear comes first. Strong, chanterelle-like
ear. I want to be wrapped in it. It surprises me - this ear could play
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ear. I want to be wrapped in it. It surprises me - this ear could play
music, not just receive sounds. What kind of music would it play?
I am wondering staring at this ear. I love watching people whose
bodies are softly moving while they wait for a train as if listening

to a song or a beat from inside, no headphones are visible. They
are not humming, they are undulating, catching something across
their muscles and nerve tips, and inner beatmaking, breath-making.
How can I share all those beats that are in my body? They are not
beats yet, if they are not audible for someone else, right? And so
I am going deeper into that enormous ear, that is growing deeper
on the sheet of paper too, there is hardly any room left for the
rest of the head, but OK - now I need to squeeze it in, display it
somewhere around that ear. Or maybe just forget it, the ear is
enough. How can I make all those dissolved boats in the bottle
sail, if they are made of the same glass, of the same souvenir
shops in their bottoms? like pulling glass out of a glass and out
of the waterlike pulling two pieces of a spoon out of a glass
of water and holding them against the light, and seeing if they
make the same spoon like pulling glass out of a glass, and out
of the water, and seeing what remains. like pulling the curls of
the carrot and seeing the roots, plastered with soil like pulling
a chandelier of a fish out of an ocean like working on action in
several different rooms at once, with on sequential order like
lifting a bag of sugar and realising its weight In another room I
am writing poetry. There I am everywhere.Here I’ve just burnt a
tamagochi that died. Here I am one of the women in the collection
of many women.And there you say “How dare can you tell a story
of her?” In this room I am made of milk, gold and glass. They’ve
poured me into a glass container and wrote: table-top-lava lamp.
And when I look at it now (it is 6am), I see a mask or a skull in
what could be described as a middle of something, or a door, but
now I am facing it, it feels more frontal, while the movement of
a hand before felt more windy or visceral, sailing across selfinvoking lines, sailing and sculpting at once: casting brims and
rounded profiles, depth of orifices and twists of fate, of a form,
scanning evaporated obsessions, slightly tarnished but fierce
and laughing, in the depth of what sinks like a watermark. It is all
about the movement, I think first, swinging a wrist left and right,
wiggling it back and forth, feeling a sense of imbuing relaxation
of a familiar manual gesture that I associate with daydreaming
more than with a focus perhaps, although there is focus inevitably
there, in the wrist, a swinging pendulum, a calligraphic drizzleMM
The smell of your mouth, she says. The smell of your voice. I am s
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